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"The artist work of Juan Varela is characterized by using a diverse variety 
ofmedia. He has worked with sculpture, video, and also interactive 
installations.

          Built in a way of sensory manifestations, his works establish the spatial relation
          with the spectator as a decisive matter. The human been,- his fears,
          desires, frustrations, thoughts,..- are contained as essential fluid and subject of
          the work`s body."



 recent works...



“Soma”

Polyethylene, videoprojection, hardware, software, presence sensor.

Operation:

When  the white platform  detects a body nearby, the system starts.

The software will reproduce a video sequence. Videos will be selected and order randomly, 
out of a set of aprox. 500 cuts, representing different emotions.

The sounds correspond to different places and phenomena that  happen in the space as 
creation of stars, comets, quasars or supernovas. Collected in the shape of electromagnetic 
waves through spectographs and transformed into sound waves.

Credits:

Software design: Servando Barreiro

Actress: Anne Werner

Sounds: Paul Francis
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“Soma”

Polyethylene, videoprojection, hardware, software, presence sensor.

Operation:

When  the white platform  detects a body nearby, the system starts.

The software will reproduce a video sequence. Videos  will be selected and 

order randomly, out of a set of aprox. 500 cuts, representing different 

emotions.

The sounds correspond to different places and phenomena that  happen in 

the space as  creation of stars, comets, quasars or supernovas. Collected in 

the shape of electromagnetic waves through spectographs and 

transformed into sound waves.

Credits:

Software design: Servando Barreiro

Actress: Anne Werner

Sounds: Paul Francis

Click here to download  

QuickTime7*

Wait for video example
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“THE UNCONSCIOUS”
Plastics, wood & light

6 Vitrine - 23 x 23 x 107 cm
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“Plot in the dark”
Sculpture

Polyester resin, charcoal & light
100 x 100 x 64 cm
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“Mnemosyne”
Triptych
C-print

3x (140x100) cm
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“hate, love, pride, fear, desire”
Ceramic

5 x (28d x 25 cm)
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“Gate-1”
Sculpture,light & presence sensor  

 180 x 90 cm.

upcoming work...



               
Permanence
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this collection of works constitutes objects,video and
photography inspired in concepts such as Entropy (a process
of degradation or running down or a trend to disorder),
Permanence (the quality or state of being for a indefinite
time) and other circumstances that involves the natural
develop of life.
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“Portraits”
water on wall

C-Print: 200 x 100 cm.





“Tepid Water”
video-rear-projection on glas & sound

Duration: loop
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“Carnal”
Polyester resin

48 d. x 33 h. cm
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“60”
Digital chronometer from 00 to 59
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“Permanence”
Plaster
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Saliva



group of works which subject turns around the process of desire
and how lately this desire ist applied over different objects - desire
of food, desire of power, sexual desire, etc. They deal with process
related directly with our carnal part, organs and body rhythms,
and how are we limited and constrained by all of them.
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